Meigle Museum
Explorer Quiz

Explore our museum with this fun fact-finding mission.
Remember to ask the steward if you need any help.

1. How many hounds are with the horse riders on stone 26?

2. How many people are riding horses on stone 4?

3. There is a centaur on the back of stone 2. This creature is half man, half... what?

4. How many stones in the exhibition have crosses carved on them?

5. Who is this, surrounded by four lions on stone 2?

6. This type of stone is named after an animal. What is it called?
There are lots of symbols carved into the stones.
Tick off these ones when you find them.

7  A snake and z-rod
8  A crescent and v-rod

9  A pictish beast or a swimming elephant
10 A fish

11 A comb
12 A mirror